The formulation of integrable models with open boundary conditions and the functional relations of fused transfer matrices are discussed. It is shown that finitesize corrections to the transfer matrices and unitarity relations of free energies can be obtained from the functional relations. Unitarirty relations of surface free energies presented in previous papers are also reviewed.
Introduction
It has been well understood that integrable models with open boundary conditions in twodimensional statistical mechanics are built on both the Yang-Baxter equation (YBE) [1, 2] and boundary YBE [3] (reflection equation) thanks to Sklyanin's work [4] in 1988. Since then there has been a growth of interest in such vertex and face integrable models [5] − [21] . Integrability of exactly solvable vertex models can be formulated directly from Sklyanin's study in the six-vertex model with open boundary conditions. The formulation of face models is then obtainable from the vertex-face correspondence (intertwiners [21] ). In this short paper, without loss of generality, we consider Baxter's eight-vertex model [22] , Belavin's Z Z n symmetric vertex models [23] and their corresponding face models [24, 25] to formulate integrable models with open boundary conditions. It is discussed that finite-size corrections to transfer matrices and free energies can be obtained from the functional relations of the transfer matrices. Then we review progress in the study of finite-size corrections to the transfer matrices of the U q [sl(2)]-invariant six-vertex model.
In the next section we examine integrability of the above models with open boundary conditions. It is clear that Belavin's Z Z n vertex models reduce to Baxter's eight-vertex model for n = 2. These models have recently received considerable attention [24] − [28] (for Bethe ansatz of the higher rank models see ref. [29] ). In section 3 we describe functional relations and the so-called y-system of the fused transfer matrices. We discuss how these relations can be applied to determine both the bulk and surface free energies of the models. We also discuss how the finite-size corrections to the transfer matrices are represented by a y-system. In section 4 we present finite-size corrections to the transfer matrices of an U q [sl (2) ]-invariant vertex model [40] .
Exactly solvable models with open boundaries
It is well known that the YBE yields Boltzmann weights of exactly solvable models.
u be the Boltzmann weights of Belavin's vertex models and their face models respectively, u is the spectral parameter. These Boltzmann weights vanish unless i + j = k + l (mod n) with i, j, k, l = 1, 2, · · · , n for the vertex models and
for the face models.1,2, · · · ,n are the elementary vectors of the algebra A (1) n−1 and w 0 is a free parameter. The YBE reads
for the vertex models and
for the face models. The YBE provides a sufficient condition for integrability of models with periodic boundary conditions. With open boundaries the integrability of exactly solvable models is guaranteed if in addition we have boundary Boltzmann weights K which satisfy the boundary YBE
for the face models. Generally we may have more arbitrary parameters than ξ. The reflection equation (3) was first given by Cherednik [3] . Then Sklyanin [4] applied it in the study of the six-vertex model with open boundary conditions. The face analogue of the reflection equation (4) has recently been written down for n = 2 only[18]− [21] . For the higher rank face models we obtain (4) by converting the reflection equation (3) with the intertwiner given by Jimbo, Miwa and Okado [25] . To see integrability let us define transfer matrices T (u). Following Skylanin's formulation define the vertex model transfer matrix for each n ≥ 2 by
where the n × n matrices U (u) andŨ (u) in classical (auxiliary) space c are
λ is the crossing parameter. While for the face models, define the elements of the transfer matrix as
where 
for the vertex models and [25] g
for the face models, we can prove the commutative relation
This implies that the models are integrable. ρ 1 (u), ρ 2 (u) are scalar functions [25] and the index t 1 denotes transposition in space 1. The higher rank A
n−1 models are special in the sense that the crossing symmetry does not exist. Nevertheless we still have integrability if the transfer matrices are defined by (8) . The formulation including the proof of (13) follows easily from Skylanin's work [4] (e.g. for the eight-vertex model [6, 7, 8, 21] , for the Z Z n -vertex models [31] and for the n = 2 face model [18] − [21] ).
We have formulated the vertex and face models with open boundary conditions simultaneously. Historically the face models came after the vertex models. A natural way to introduce the face models from the vertex models is to use intertwiners [24, 25] . These same intertwiners can also be used to convert the boundary Boltzmann weights [21] .
Fusion hierarchies and functional relations
The fusion procedure [32] has often been used to build new exactly solvable models based on an elementary model for both the periodic and open boundary cases. We refer to some references [33] − [36, 27, 28, 21] for the fusion of the preceding models. Here we will skip the details of fusion for models with open boundary conditions. Instead we go straight to the functional relations for the fused models based on the elementary models.
For periodic boundary conditions the fused transfer matrices satisfy functional relations [27, 28] . The fusion levels of the fused transfer matrices are labeled by two Young tableaux in vertical and horizontal directions. For unrestricted face and vertex models, there is no closure condition on the functional relations. Of particular interest here are the fused transfer matrices 
where T (b,q) is an identity matrix if b = 0 or q = 0. If b = n the transfer matrices are reduced to the diagonal matrices with the common element being a model-dependent function f q (u). For the above models with open boundary conditions these functional relations are still valid except that f q (u) picks up extra factors due to the boundaries. The functional equations can be easily converted into y-system equations in some sense [37, 38] . Thus inserting
into (14) yields the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz-like hierarchy
with initial condition
Here y (b,q) (u) plays the role of finite-size corrections to the transfer matrices when the system size N is large enough. Therefore bulk and surface free energies can be determined from the functional relations (14) with the second term in the right hand side omitted. This provides unitarity relations of the free energies for the special case n = 2 [40, 21] (see eqn (3.3) [40] for unitarity relations and section 5.1 [21] for a detailed discussion). Making the proper assumption of analyticity the unitarity relations can be solved by the standard technique employed by Baxter [26] . Thus some surface critical exponents can be extracted from the leading singular part of surface free energies. This idea has successfully been applied to Baxter's eight-vertex model [41] , the ABF models 
U q [sl(2)]-invariant case
In this part we focus on the U q [sl (2) ]-invariant vertex model. The same idea can be applied to study U q [sl(n)]-invariant vertex models.
For U q [sl(2)] we go back to results given by Kulish and Sklyanin [39] . The U q [sl (2) ]-invariant model is described by the six-vertex model with open boundary conditions, which is Baxter's eight-vertex model in the trigonometric limit (critical limit). Therefore the fused transfer matrices satisfy functional relations (14) in the critical limit with n = 2 and ξ ± → ∞. Using the known Bethe ansatz results [39] it has been shown [40] that the functional relations in the braid limit u → ±i∞ are truncated at fusion level h − 1 if the crossing parameter λ = π/h, where h = 4, 5, · · ·. Thus the functional relations can be used to find the finite-size corrections to the fused transfer matrices T (p) (u) with fusion level p in both the vertical and horizontal directions. In the large system size limit the fused transfer matrix eigenvalues are found to behave like [40] log
The central charge is given by c = 3p
where p = 1, 2, · · · , h − 2 labels the fusion level. The conformal weights are given by
with ν a unique integer determined by
and
Here ⌊x⌋ is the largest integer part less than or equal to x. The functions f b (u) and f s (u) are respectively the bulk free energy and surface free energy of the critical model. They can be calculated by solving the unitarity relation of the free energies as discussed in the last section. For the case of p = 1 these conformal spectra coincide with the known results[45].
Discussion
Here we have formulated the integrability of Belavin's Z Z n vertex models and their relevant SOS models. It has been shown that integrability for general n > 2, strictly speaking, is guaranteed by the YBE and boundary YBE together with inversion relations ( (9)- (10) for vertex and (11)- (12) for face). The general formulation has also been applied to other models: B
n , C
n , D
n and A
n [46]. The functional relations of the fused transfer matrices still obey the same fusion rules as in the periodic boundary case. It has been shown that the functional relations are useful in finding both the bulk and surface free energies and the finite-size corrections to the transfer matrices of the models.
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